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Abstract

Fibromyalgia (FM) patients usually are resistant to conventional single mode therapy. Therefore, the efficacy of combined pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments for the management of FM symptoms in a clinical population was assessed. Participants were injected with 4x5 mL 1% lidocaine HCl solution and given education materials and support on increasing their daily steps walked and to engage in mindfulness techniques to reduce their overall pain and accompanying symptoms of their condition. Participants self-reported pain intensity, unpleasantness, anxiety, fatigue, and depression three days prior to and after each injection. Overall ratings of pain intensity and unpleasantness showed statistically significant reductions of 34.7 and 47.2 percent respectively with the combined use of treatments. Additionally, fatigue levels had a significant decrease but depression and anxiety ratings were not significantly modified by this treatment modality. Patients who had a greater adherence to their protocol had an improved pain relief when compared to others. These results suggest that the use of a combination treatment method for FM in a clinical setting and when used in combination is effective. This pilot study can be used as a model for future randomized controlled studies on comprehensive treatments for FM.
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Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic illness that is characterized by widespread musculoskeletal pain and by at least 11 out of 18 tender points, located in designated bodily areas as required by The American College of Rheumatology 1990 FM Criteria (Wolfe et al., 1990). Additional symptoms include chronic fatigue, tenderness, stiffness, memory deficits, sleep disturbances, bowel and bladder dysfunctions, anxiety, and depression. FM is much more common in women, with around 80 to 90 percent of diagnoses being detected in women (Arnold et al., 2011). FM can cause a significant impairment in one’s daily function both physically and psychologically and can often impair one’s overall quality of life.
The mechanisms behind FM are currently not well understood but include central nervous system abnormalities. Standard treatment as designated by EULAR includes a graded and individualized approach, beginning with patient education and non-pharmacological therapies, followed by the use of pharmacological therapies if necessary (Mcfarlane et al., 2016). The focus of this treatment recommendation is directly on improving health-related quality of life (HRQoL) for individuals with FM. Similarly, a systematic review of treatments regarding FM using the American College of Rheumatology criteria has suggested that the combination of pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments may be most beneficial for patients that is tailored to each individual’s pain (Carville et al, 2008).

In terms of a pharmacological treatment, the use of lidocaine injections when compared to saline injections in patients with FM has proven to effectively reduce their overall fatigue and increase their mechanical pain thresholds (Staud et al., 2017). Non-pharmacological treatment methods such as physical exercise regiments, psychosocial, and dietary interventions in a holistic manner have all proven to be important considerations for treatment (Derman et al., 2011). An important aspect of this approach is the patient-specific adjustments to these treatments. An overall improved HRQoL for those with FM was found when combining a multidisciplinary approach in combination with analgesics or antidepressants (Jacobs et al., 2019). With this research in mind, interventions that are both holistic, supportive, and individually tailored to the patient may be the most effective treatment for FM patients. This pilot study is the first of its kind to examine the effectiveness of a combination of repeated lidocaine injections, physical exercise, mindfulness, and counseling with follow-ups on a clinical population of FM patients, as well as evaluate patient adherence to a personalized treatment plan.

Most studies have used a single approach of both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments for FM patients. Therefore, this study aims to, examine the effects of a combination of repeated trigger point injections with lidocaine, exercise, and mindfulness with personalized education and support for patients with FM, assess if there is a relationship between number of steps and completing daily mindfulness techniques with a reduction in overall pain intensity and pain unpleasantness, and monitor adherence to an individualized treatment plan for FM patients. It was hypothesized that the pain of patients would improve when following an individualized, multidisciplinary plan of treatment that involves both pharmacological and nonpharmacological
treatments. With a reduction in pain, it was also hypothesized that a reduction in fatigue, depression, and anxiety would also occur.

**Methods**

The data for this study was collected during clinical visits of FM patients at The Department of Medicine in the Division of Rheumatology at Medical Plaza at the University of Florida. The use of these data for study purposes was approved by the University of Florida Institutional Review Board under consent #201600816. The protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki. Inclusion criteria included 1) adults over the age of 18; 2) the ability to provide informed consent; 3) patients were diagnosed with FM using the American College of Rheumatology 1990 and 2011 Criteria; 4) a patient score greater than 12 on the Fibromyalgia Distress Scale; and 5) willingness to adhere to the treatment protocol. The study population included 6 patients that were all female, with the mean age being 53.6 years and enrollment information shown in the diagram below (Eldridge et al., 2010).

Participants completed a daily pain survey, the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) and Daily Pain Ratings including pain intensity, pain unpleasantness, fatigue, depression, anxiety, steps walked, and if they engaged in mindfulness activities three days before and three
days after the injection. Patients were educated on the difference between pain intensity and pain intensity using a metaphor for music created by Price et al., which compares pain intensity as the loudness of the sound and pain intensity would be described as the quality of the music (1983).

Prior to the injections, participants completed the Body Pain Diagram and tender points examination, which were performed by trained study staff members. Patients additionally completed the Pennebaker Inventory of Limbic Languidness (PILL), Patient Global Impression of Disease Activity, and Mechanical Thresholds testing using a Visual Analog Scale (0-10) which are validated and widely accepted scales, examinations, and questionnaires used in chronic pain and specifically in fibromyalgia research which were collected electronically through a secure data collection system (Bennett et al., 2009; Croft et al., 1944; McDermid et al., 1996; Price et al., 1983). The Visual Analog Scale designates a 0 as being “no pain/fatigue at all” on the left and on the right a 100 as being “the most intense pain/fatigue imaginable”.

Mechanical Thresholds testing utilized an algometer to apply pressure to 1) the trapezius muscles and 2) the upper medial quadrant of the gluteal muscles. The pressure was increased at 0.5 kg/s until the participant reported the pressure turning to pain. The average of two tests were used as a baseline for standardized supra-threshold pressure pain testing (avg. baseline pressure x 1.5). During this test the patients immediately reported their pain intensity on the VAS scale followed by rating pain 15 seconds after pressure application. This test was completed immediately before and then again after the lidocaine injections and was used to compare pain intensity relief and fatigue changes due to the injection.

Patients were then injected by the study physician with 5 mL of 1% (50 mg) of lidocaine in both centers of the trapezius and lateral to the dimples of Venus (fossae lumbales laterales) into the gluteus maximus muscle bilaterally using a 27 g hypodermic needle that reached at least one inch into muscle tissue for a total of four injections, as shown in Figure 1 below. The injections were completed over a two minute period while the participant’s vital signs and electrocardiogram (ECG) were monitored.
These sites for injections were chosen due to being common areas of muscle pain among FM patients, their considerable size, and accessible position (Staud et al., 2017). Following the injections, Mechanical Pain Thresholds testing was repeated as well as the Body Pain Diagram after 5 minutes to assess the immediate effects of the lidocaine injections. Patients were monitored both before and after injections and provided education by trained study staff to improve the outcome of their injection by engaging in exercise and mindfulness. Participants were provided with resources to gradually increase their daily steps to improve pain levels and other related symptoms and reported steps walked through step-counting applications on mobile devices or smart watches. Information and support was also provided on engaging in daily mindfulness for at least 20 minutes. Informal mindfulness practices were introduced to all participants, including an attention-focusing technique which involves a body scan that directs attention throughout the body in a relaxed state as well as sitting medication that systematically directs attention to breath and immediate sensory and cognitive experiences. Weekly calls were completed with participants to provide additional support and to discuss steps walked and daily completion of mindfulness. Lidocaine injections were repeated by the study physician following at least a period of two weeks in individuals with minor pain relief in order to improve patients pain levels and overall HRQoL.
Finally, descriptive, multivariate statistical analysis was used to quantify data and examine relationships between pain, fatigue, depression, anxiety levels, steps walked, and engagement with mindfulness techniques.

**Results**

When averages of pain ratings three days before the injection were compared to three days after the injection, there was a 34.7 percent decrease in pain intensity, and a 41.2 decrease in overall pain unpleasantness (Figure 2). While fatigue levels decreased by 40.3 percent, anxiety and depression improved by 14.3 and 13.6 percent which are not statistically significant changes. It was found that the combined effects of pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments with personalized education and support for patients with FM was an effective treatment model for this pilot study. This study also assessed patient’s adherence to an individualized treatment plan and found that those that had a greater percentage of pain reduction followed their treatment plan more closely overall and had a greater percentage of increase between steps per day.

In the three days after the injections, participants had a 55.2 percent increase in steps per day when compared to three days before (Figure 4). In terms of mindfulness, those that engaged in these techniques also showed a greater reduction in pain intensity and unpleasantness compared to those who did not engage in daily mindfulness techniques. The combination of lidocaine injections with engaging in exercise and mindfulness techniques had clinically significant impact on patients’ overall pain intensity, unpleasantness, and fatigue levels.

In order to assess the impact of HRQoL, the FIQ and PILL were scored at subsequent visits and quantified in order to evaluate the impact of this pilot study on quality of life measures and activities of daily living. The FIQ measures physical functioning, work status, depression, anxiety, morning tiredness, pain, stiffness, fatigue, and overall well-being and assists in quantifying the quality of life changes for those enrolled in this treatment protocol (Bennett et al., 2009). The PILL was also scored and used to assess overall participants ratings of bodily sensations which can relate to level of distress (McDermid et al., 1996). It was found that those who had a greater increase in their HRQoL followed their personalized treatment plan more closely.
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Figure 2. Pain intensity and unpleasantness before and after the interventions

Figure 3. Depression, anxiety, and fatigue before and after the interventions
The hypothesis that the pain of patients would improve when following an individualized, multidisciplinary plan of treatment that involves both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments was supported. With a reduction in pain, it was also hypothesized that a reduction in fatigue, depression, and anxiety would also occur. However, clinically meaningful changes occurred in ratings of fatigue levels, while anxiety and depression levels did not differ significantly as shown in Figure 3. The results show that a combined and individualized approach using both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments is a promising method for managing pain and fatigue levels of FM patients. It is generally accepted that clinically meaningful improvements on a pain scale of 0 to 10 would be a two-point decrease or a thirty-percent reduction overall (Rowbotham, 2001). Our results would fall into this category of being a clinically meaningful reduction. While this distinction is often used for meta-analyses, the application of this to the small sample size of the study is applicable due to our use of clinical population of participants.

This research was motivated by EULAR recommendation to use a multidisciplinary approach tailored to each individual patient using both pharmacological and nonpharmacological...
treatment and their lack of data from such trials to ensure that this treatment plan is optimal in a clinical setting and when used in combination (Mcfarlane et al., 2016). Due to a lack of research on adequate treatments for those with FM, this study was the first of its kind to holistically examine the effects of lidocaine injections, exercise, and mindfulness interventions, as other trials have only examined one of these modalities (Derman et al., 2011; Staud et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2020).

Limitations of this study must be acknowledged as well, including a small sample size due to the enrollment period being during the COVID-19 pandemic, an entirely female population, and the lack of a control group for comparison. The approach of this pilot study can be expanded upon in the future in a larger sample size to continue examining the effects of a multifaceted pharmaceutical and nonpharmaceutical approach as a treatment plan for those with FM. Future research can be directed towards assessing additional measures such as activity-related pain as well and assessing the long-term implications of using a multidisciplinary, individualized treatment plan.
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